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A DAY CARE ENVIRONMENT
r

a

,

.

Questions about-how to provide goo&day care
,
are becoming

f
C:

increasingly important to our society. .A growing numb0150pf mothers
4

, V
either must work tois,upport their families or want professional

careers in addltion to homemaki4. What can a day care center do
.'(:,,?

to take the mother's place ef4ctively for eight-or more hours per

day? Among professional eduCators and others who work with children

there is agreement on at least a basic point: babysitting is not,

enough. Day care staffs must make a serious effort to provide an

environment that will. stimulate the child's development during the

hours away from:home.
,

.

The Frank:Totter Graham Child Development Center (FPG) is a

research tit ),ursuing the questions of children's, development.
o

Include4 itype Child Development Center is a preschoolf:day care 'unit

that takea:full-time care of up to 40 children mom the ages of one

to foiirli These children, of varying racial, socio-economic, and

cuiti.i& backkrounds, work and play in an environment' that is designed
. . .

..,1, ,, ,
.

;(4..ffilthem grow and fulfill their potential_ . A large, fight-fIlled

4..,t

#4;room is informally divided by equipment into interest areas:

Rray.

During .the :miming, units of study appropriate to preschoolers

drabattc play, games, art, reading corner, and water and sand

a

are followed in order to teach valuable pre-academic and othef-skills.
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In the group period, the two- and three-year-olds may hear a story

that emphasizes concepts such as "alike and different" or "how many."

Dutpg free activity periods, each child chooses.what he or she

4 wants to do from activities planned by the teachers. TeaChera

'frequently focus the children'sattention on things and events in

their,Avironment (i.e., "The circus ivoming to town! ") that will

heighten the chi s awareness of the world around him. Puzzles and

.,Wmanipulative materials are offered to increase perceptual and fine

motor skills. Available also during this time are a number of open-

ended activities, such as blocks and water play, that help a child

develop mptor and social skills. Art activities are designed to teach

concepts such as color and size as well as creative expression.

FPG day care staff pay' careful attention to the nutritional

value of lunches and snackth not only because'all children need good

food, but because some children receive inadequate nutrition at home.

At FPG the children eat together at Child-sized tables'with a teacher

in attendance. Each child ser'es himself; this encourages the children

to taste more foods and helps thegattain.motor coordination and

independence (Hall and Holmberg, 1974).

In the afternoon, the children sleep or rest quietly and then

have a snack. This snack time is used to-introduce new fthrods to

children and to allow children to make their own snacks. Before

leaving for the day, the children have more planned activities both

indossand out..

O
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ENCOURAGINGUSE OF LANGUAGE

One of thAost.Aportant skills a child develops between the ages

of one and four is facility with language. By the age of two, most

children are busy with the task of learning to talk, producing sounds'

and words in response to their environment. Developing this ability-

will'help them achieve litany of their goals as they grow into adults- -

in school, in their work, and with other people. Because of the impor-

tance of lang6ge, FPG teachers encourage the child's verbal interaction

with them and with-his peers. Occasionally a child will'need help in

learning to use words for what he wants to 'do.

"I never hear Joanelle ask for anything." "She always pulls at my

apron skirt to get my attention.," "Why does Joanelle always point or

shake her hp ' "I'm worried about Joanelle...other children her age

are talking." These comments were made by teachers in the FPG day care

4
center-concerning a two7year -old girl.

A normal chi Joanelle lived along with her mother; who at first

was struggling t finish,high school and later worked full-time. ,While.

Joanelle was a happy child-and not withdrawn from the oth r children she

simply did
*
not talk much at-preschool.

4
She achieved her mmunication

with others through non-verbal means: pointing to wha e wanted,

shaking her head or grunting:P

Ate7ding to home rpports, Joanelle knew how to use words. The-

staff was therefore concerned not about Joanelle's ability tO'use

guage, but rather her excessive reliance on non-verbal behavior. Day:
.
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care teachers decidecOatry.to encourage Jcianelle's use of lang!Og

and decrease use of non-verbal Communication.
o

Preliminary observations were begun to'determine if Joanelle's rate

of verbalization was really low enough to need attention- An observer

followed her to record what she said. joanelle s rate of verbalization

was low enough that the observer; writing in longhand, easily recorded

her words verbatim. Further study was planned.

So that they would know exactly what kind of behavior they were

changing, the teachers needed to record accurately the child's initial

pattern of verbalization. This "baseline data would also be needed

later to tell the teachers if they were making any progress in whatever
c-

remedial program they undertook. Although the preliminary observations

had son that Joanelle" s rate of verbalization was low, the baseline

data was needed to show exactly how much time Joanelle was spending

communicating with others, both verbally and non-verbally.

A four-line grid form (sample.ori next page) was chosen to measure

nelle's verbal and non-,verbal interactions. Line 1 at the top was

used to record verbal initiations (inclUding JoanelleinitiIions to

,others as well as those'of her.peers and teachers to her). Line 2 was

for recording all verbal responses. Incsimilar fashion, lines 3 and 4

respectively wereztised to record An-verbal initiations and responses.

An initiation was defined as any behavior, verbal or non-verbal, that

began or tried to begin an interaction.- A response was any behavior

that directly followed an earlier initiation. Verbalizations were any

initiations or responses made by usig words or vocalizations which

could be understood by the observer recording the behaviors. In

a1)007
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addition, a_lotter.code was devised to distinguish .between the behaviors,

le three groups being observed; Joanelle, her peers, and.the adults.

SA

1"

AS:

AG:

SP:

PS:

(D:

VI

VR

NVI

NVR

SAMPLE FOUR -LINE GRID.

wh h wh

AS AG `)PS AS SP SP

S S S S

.

S P

.

P
,

.

.

S
,

.

S
-

wh questign by teacher
subject responds
peer respOnds
adult to subject
adult to group
subject to peer-
peer to. -subject

subject to Self

VI:
VR:

NVR:

verbal initiations
verbal responses
non-verbal initiations
non-verbal responses

11.

Each vertical column
represents 10 seconds

Each line of the-grid was divided into 10-second Antervals and

the observer recorded only the first behavior that took place during

each 10-second interval. When verbal, and-non-verbal behavior occurred

simultaneously, verbal took precedence. Teacher behaviors (wh gues-
s

Lions and reinforcement were recorded above any interval in which

they occurred, even if a previous interaction had already been recorded.

If a teacher asked a child other than Joanelle a question, the teacher's

question was not recorded. If the teacher asked a group of children .a .

question ("Children, what do you see in this picture ? ") and Joanelle

answered, this Interaction was recorded. Having developed the g

rode, flit: teachers were ready to find. out what Joanelle was doing,

id and
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During the initial Observation*, or baseline, Joanelle was

observed approximately 32 minutes per day fOr six days. she. was

obGerved only in a setting, such as free-choice activity time, in which

tailing out was edcouraged. Most observations were recorded in the

classroom, rather than outdoors, iii order to help the observerstay close

eiough 'to Joanelle to understand her-verbalizations. (Incidentally, the

,teachers noticed that Joanelle Spoke more ofIen outdoors anyway,-and were

more concerned with verbalization during a specified time indoors.)

At the end of the 6-day baseline, Joanelle's recerd looked some-

what depressing. Her verbal'behavior'fell below 5% every day except one.

Tier non-verbal behaVlor, by comparison, was very high--18% or more every

day, with a high oT 37%, She was gesturing of painting on the average

four times as much as she was talking. 1 shoWs the,difference.

' 35

30

Joanelle: Verbal behavior (11---111) FIG

20

4.1

10'

Non-verbal ehavior

5

Baseline

Day of Study

10
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The question now became one of how to increase Joanelle's rate
-

of'

verbalization.' The teachers and day care director met to design an inter-

vention program. The dependent variable (behavior to be evoked) was

Joanelle's amount of verbalization. The independent irariable (the action

or behavior directly under the teacher's control) was the behavior of the

teachers themselves. The teachers decided to see what would happen when

they changed their own interaction pattern with Joanelle.

A two-sided tactic was decided upon. In addition to merely talking

more with Joarltlle which might--or might not--increase the amount of her

verbalization the staff decidedtto use "primes." The primes in this case

were wh-questions (question's beginning with the words who, what, when,

where, and why.) Teachers asked, "WhiCh story do yOu'want Joanelle?"

rather than "Do you want this story?" "What is your baby going to eat?"

rather than "Does your bby want'some milk?" The wh-questions could not

be answered with a head movement bht required the use of words. Questions

which Joanelle could answer by pointing or gesturing were immediately

followed by a request for a verbal response: "Do you want the red,block

or the blue block? Please tell lie with your voice." Praise was used as'
v .

a potential positive reinforcer. It was hoped that telling Joanelle "That's

t
good talking" or "You told me with your voice....great!" would encourage:

her to talk even more.

The teachers then launched into their first period of wh-:questions

and praise. yin!), concentrated-on Joanelle in her free activity periods,

asking her (19,6tIons which required a verbal reply, talking with her, and

praising h'er when she answered verbally. During this 10-day period of

wh-questioning, the teachers spent between 4.0% and 18.9% of their time

priming inanelle, with an average rate of 12.8%. They spent between.
o

1) 0 010
0



1.0% and 8.3% of their time praising her, with an average rate of 4.0%.

Figure.2 show's the teachers'deliverance of'wh-questions and 'praise.

.,

-20

15

10

5

0

Teachers: Wh -questions (11-40)
Praise (o-----0) to-

10 15 20

Wh-questions &.Praise

Day of Study

o

The effect on Joanelle's behavior at first was small, as shown

ion, Figure 3:

35

. 30

25.

°>
a)

0 15

t0

Joanelle: Verbal behavior (11---)
Nan-verbal behavior (01---10)

5

Boseline
10 15

1C-questions & Praise

Day of Study

20
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Her behavior from days 7 -13 had inched above 5% but was

still clearly lower than non-verbal or gestures. Isee Figure 3,

page 8). Following day 13, which was when teachers began

to use wh-questionsitonsistently (as shown in Figure 2, page 8),

verbal behavior began to climb steadily. During three of the

last five days of the interaction, verbal behavior was higher

than non-verbal behavior. During the last five days her

verbal behavior averaged 16.9% and her anon- verbal behavior

16.1%. Talking had now slightly surpassed gesturing. Figure 3

shows the progress during this period.
(

TheAeachers' actions obviously affected ..oanelle's

behavior and in the desired manner. The next question

was whether or not the change in verbalizing was due to

teachers' efforts to ssk,particularkinds of questions

or whether Joanelle was learning language skill's indepen-

dently. In order to find out,-a second baseline condition

was imposed for four days. The teachers primed and

reinforcvd Joanelle as little as possible during the

Nvcond banefinv coildltion, as shown in Figure 4 (days 21-

24, shown- on page 10).
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0. 20

0 15
0

10

0

10

Teachers: Wh-questIons (111-111)

Praie
FIGURE
-4.

10 15 20 25

Wh-Nuestions & Praise Baseline

Day of Study

- Joanelle's rate of ,v6rbalitation stabilized, at a rate higher than

her 'original baseline rate and her non-verbal behaviar.tontinued its down-
.

ward trend. See 'Figure 5-,'days 21-24. Joanelle nqw seemed to enjoy

,;)

talk' g-!perhaps me reinforcement for talking was now coming from peers:

Joanell : Verbal behavior 011.---10 fr<V

Non-verbal-behavior (0-1-6)
FIGURE

5

0

Basci ne

10: 15

Wh- questions & Praise
. .

Day of Study

20 25

Baseline
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A second' intervention periOd was introduced to see whether Joanelle's

'ratof verbalization would be pushed even higher. The percentage of

wh-questions and praise during this period is shown in Figure 6.

35

30

25

r-4
0. 20

0 15
orl

42
.1f)

5

0

4.

20

15

10

Teachers: Wh -questions (1111-410

praise (ti II.)
FIGURE

6

tA

10 15 20 25

Wh-questions & Praise Baseline Wh-questions
& Praise

r.of Study

The effect on 'Joanelle's behavior is shown in Figure 7.

6.

A

Joahelle: Verbal behavior (S 11)

Non-verbal behavior (0-0)

nt

- 5 10 15. 20 25
Baseline Wh-questions & Praise /Baseline Wh-questions

& Praise

4

Day of Study
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Joanelle needed little:encouragement. Her verbal behavior fluring.thiS

period was higher than that of the second baseline condition, and higher
o.

than her rim-verbal behavior for two of the last three days. As
-

Figure 7 shows, the teachers were accomplishing exactly what they had

'planned..

Thus, when teachers deliberately planned to increase Joanelle's

talking by rephrasing their questions, they &ie in fact successful.

And without teacher help, Joanelle could now maintain a relatively

high rate of talking on her own.

Having been given a strategic "shove" in the right direction,'

Joanelle continues to talk more with her teachers and peers in.preschoOl

than she did before the study. Now she initiates conversations with

others. Her increased practice has made her Xpeech easier to understand

andshe uses complete phrases when talking. The hours .of data collecting,

the teachers' use.of a specific kind of question and reinforcement I

strategy, and the gray graphs charting her behavior, have helped Joanelle

,

discover that talking with others tan be fun: True, she tigy have begun

to'use language without the concentrated teachers"help, but she may not

have either. A child's development 'should not be left to chance. Farly

concern with behavior that could potentially be a problem in this ease

paid off. Teachers learned procedures which, with little extra effort,
. .

created an environment in which language could develop.

00015.
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